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Full Stack Developer
Description
Full Stack Developer required to join a small, agile development team in a friendly
environment working on an established software platform for Health & Safety and
Risk Management. The role will include both some degree of defect resolution and
making feature enhancements to QUOODA products, working in conjunction with
the product management team to arrive at well-designed solutions that best benefit
end-users. You will work as part of a team to produce software that allows clients to
keep up to date with procedures and requirements in the property market, leading to
safer more compliant buildings and structures. You will need to be a high performer
contributing to frequent new releases to make sure the software is delivering the
best solution to the customer.

Hiring organization
Sustainware Ltd

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
Software

Job Location
15 Basinghall Street, EC2V 5BR,
London, United Kingdom

Date posted
26 November 2020
Join us and help deliver the future of the product. You will focus on ensuring the
QUOODA® Platform is top of mind for all medium and large enterprises in need of a
holistic workplace risk management software solution, and that we are making use
of all avenues to expand our prospect base. Your work will impact all of our potential
customers including some of the leaders in their industries, as you evolve how they
find out about our risk management platform and how it enables them to build a
better and more resilient workplace.

Valid through
29.01.2021

Salary
£ Competitive

The ideal candidate should be ready to work in a dynamic, ‘start-up’-style
environment where shifting between multiple workstreams may be required. This is
an opportunity to learn and implement best practices for development, design,
review, and testing, working to an Agile development and delivery methodology
whilst we continue to evolve our core product suite.

Experience
We are looking for someone who has:
5+ years’ hands-on experience with development of C#, MVC5, Asp.Net
applications , Entity framework, SQL/EF/Razor/Kendo
Good foundation in Object-Oriented Development (OOD) practices and
SOLID principles
Confident in writing front-end Javascript (JQuery)
Able to articulate application issues with seniors and consider pragmatic
solutions
MS SQL Server and strong SQL knowledge, SSRS
Experience with Microsoft Visual Studio, PowerShell and/or other scripting
languages, source control tools (git), bug-tracking systems e.g. Jira etc.
Team-player, with quality focus to deliver
Active participant in the team and agile process

Beneficial experience:
Experience with Microsoft Visual Studio, PowerShell and/or other scripting
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languages, source control tools (git), bug-tracking systems e.g. Jira etc.
Working in an Agile environment
Xamarin & Xamarin Forms, iOS and Android development experience (even
if just on personal projects, we’d consider this a bonus)
React / Angular / Vue front-end experience
QlikView development experience would be a big plus
Previous experience of working in Agile teams
Azure DevOps and/or cloud infrastructure management experience
NOSQL
Microservice implementation

Job Benefits
What you will gain:
Active participation in collaborative environment, migrating to more scalable
architecture
To be the subject matter expert and to take the lead when necessary
Experience in all aspects of the SDLC and process improvement
Rollout of Cloud adoption, DevOps practices and exposure to Azure,
Infosec practices, brown-field and green-field implementation
The chance to get in to micro services
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